Increases Revenue 135% in 30 Days

After Ditching Automated
Search Marketing
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THE CHALLENGE HIGHLIGHTS
Modern Automotive Performance, a 40-employee company based in

Cottage Grove, Minn., sells parts and accessories for turbo-charged
cars and trucks, helping them handle better and accelerate faster.
When CEO Chris Carey turned to EXCLUSIVE, he was relying on
automated marketing for the company’s advertising on the top
of search results pages. Although he liked the idea of using “machine
learning” to grow sales from Google’s sponsored text and product
ads, he was disappointed with the results. His search marketing
campaigns were proﬁtable, but revenue wasn’t growing fast
enough. Carey wanted to achieve faster growth while still meeting his
proﬁt objectives.

Growth was capped due to a fatal
ﬂaw with the automated approach
EXCLUSIVE’s holistic solution grew
total revenue 135% in just 30 days
After 6-months revenue grew
245% while achieving a higher
return on ad spend

As our team explained, Carey couldn’t achieve his goal using his
existing automated system. Although the technology seemed
“cutting edge,” it had a fatal ﬂaw: It was only designed to make decisions
about ad spending if campaigns were already drawing a lot of clicks.
When a campaign was generating light traﬃc, the automation could
not make intelligent predictions. Because the agency he was using
focused on promoting products individually, most of his campaigns
were missing out, and too many decisions were made from too little
data.

GOING ORGANIC
EXCLUSIVE

also

analyzed

the

copy

on

Modern

Automotive’s site to understand why organic traﬃc was
down 2% year over year. We theorized that the culprit
was a lack of high-quality content on category and
product pages, which hampered both search rankings

Carey realized it was time to invest in an approach that relied on

and conversion rates. We implemented a holistic content

both intelligent software and human insight in order to proﬁtably

solution, starting with pages we assessed as “high

accelerate sales growth.

OUR ANSWER
We deployed an approach that has helped our clients
who previously used an automated system to achieve,
on average, a 56% revenue increase and a 41% return on
advertising spending from search marketing after 30 days.
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opportunity.”

RESULTS: Organic traﬃc is up
29% year over year, and organic
revenue is up 114%.
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HOW THE STRATEGY WORKED
Starting with “Why”
The previous agency’s automation was cutting budget from “poor
performing” product ads without understanding why they weren’t
performing. After a deep-dive into the data, we noticed that 40%
of the campaigns’ revenue came 7 to 10 days after a shopper’s ﬁrst
click. Many of the campaigns that promoted products under $50
were ultimately leading to average sales that were much bigger
than $50. We theorized that shoppers researching those products
might be planning bigger purchases over weeks or months and
experimented by allocating more budget to these “gateway”
products.

RESULTS: Revenue from product ads
surged. Within 30 days, revenue was up
236% year over year.

Scaling Up
To make the most of Google text ads, we used insights from
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Modern Automotive saw big results within
the ﬁrst 30 days. The company’s overall
revenue increased 135% over the same
period last year— thanks mostly to improved
Google search marketing campaigns, which
grew 452%. After 6 months, EXCLUSIVE has
achieved a revenue increase of 245% year
over year, while decreasing the cost of sale
by 1%.

Product Ad campaigns, which suggested that some lower-priced
products, on which competitors might be placing low bids, could
turn into higher ticket sales. We experimented with tactics such as
building dynamic search campaigns that target a high volume of
keywords capable of generating traﬃc at a low cost per click. We
also used an aggressive “negative keyword” strategy to explicitly
exclude campaigns and products with poor performing keywords.
This approach enabled Modern Automotive Performance to
beneﬁt from low-cost clicks on search terms that were generating
disproportionately high revenue.

RESULTS: Revenue increased 2,140%
from non-branded search terms while
maintaining a high margin of proﬁt.

After 30 days:
• Product ad revenue up 236%
• Text ads (non-branded) revenue
up 2,140%
• Overall company revenue up 135%

After 6 months:
• Organic revenue up 114%
• Total revenue up 245%
• Cost of sale decreased 1%
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Claim your free ecommerce analysis by visiting
www.exclusiveconcepts.com or email sales@exclusiveconcepts.com.
We’ll show you how to grow sales and improve proﬁts by using a holistic appraoch.

Specialized in:

Search ads Mobile ads Display ads Shopping ads
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